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* BVSN meeting 13 * Ca’ Foscari University, Venice * 14-16 November 2018 * 

Programme 

Notes: we will set aside 30 minutes for each paper, with approx. 20 minutes devoted to the paper 

itself and 10 minutes for discussion. Coffee/tea breaks will take place in or around nearby cafés; we 

might extend the breaks if we need the time to walk, make purchases, chat and walk back. 

Venue 

Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia  

Palazzo Cosulich – Zattere Dorsoduro, 1405 

 

The entrance is in the white building on the right. 

 

Recommended transport from airport 

https://www.alilaguna.it/en 

 

https://www.alilaguna.it/en
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Maps 
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Time Table 

Tuesday 13 November 

6 pm   Reception. Meet for drinks at Shaul’s before going off together or in smaller groups 

for dinner. Address: Castello 6392, Ramo Cappello. Next door to this.  

Wednesday 14 November 

9:30-9:45  Arrive  

9:45   Welcome Laura Tosi, Shaul Bassi and Svenn-Arve Myklebost 

10-11:30 Session 1 Chair: Shaul Bassi  

• Fernando Cioni (Florence) “Depictions of Venice” 

My paper will explore The Merchant of Venice and how the Venice “depicted” in the play is 

affected mainly in 19th century performances both by the real Venice, and in particular by 

paintings (e.g. Charles F. Lloyd, Odoardo Fialletti, Paris Bordone).  
 

• Svenn-Arve Myklebost (Volda) “‘Do but look’: Adaptation and ways of seeing in 

King Lear” 

This paper will argue that when we study adaptations of Shakespeare we need to think 

carefully about the cognitive, aesthetic and critical categories of seeing and reading. I will look 

at a couple of scenes from King Lear in graphic novel and manga adaptations to investigate 

how this play negotiates visual and verbal elements and how these negotiations are 

reconfigured in the visual-verbal form of comic books. 

11:30-11:40 Break 

11:40-12 Presentation of The Shylock Encyclopaedia with Shaul Bassi and Alan Del Piccolo 

c. 12   Lunch 

Thursday 15 November 

9:00   Arrive 

9:10-9:45  Session 2 (via Skype) Stuart Sillars (Bergen/Ely) discusses a chapter from his most 

recent book, Shakespeare Seen. 

This chapter explores the changing approaches to the concept of race, and the structures of 

rank, as they existed from the seventeenth century onwards, in the play, its illustrations and its 

larger frames. 

c.9:50-10:50  Session 3 Chair: Timothy Saunders 

• Helen Cooper (Cambridge) “Food for Worms” 

This paper will consider the early modern obsession, inherited from the Middle Ages, with the 

corruption of the physical body after death. This obsession is frequently represented in artistic 

or sculpted form, including some notable examples (copied in the nineteenth century, now too 

degraded to trace) from the Guild Chapel at Stratford, including a Dance of Death. 

Shakespeare’s references to the corpse as food for worms and the graveyard scene in Hamlet 

are striking examples, and inflect how characters and audiences alike are invited to think about 

mortality.  

https://www.google.it/maps/place/Associazione+Scientifica+Palazzo+Cappello/@45.4376299,12.3439739,20.75z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eae2761070f49:0xf174130316e82e46!8m2!3d45.4376298!4d12.3439698?hl=no
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/shakespeare-seen/A91AAFFFBCF730F436F65CFBF5F8B134
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• Farah Karim-Cooper (Shakespeare’s Globe) “Seeing Acts of Death on the Early 

Modern Stage’”  

This paper will examine how the shifting theories around vision and visuality in the early 

modern period may have affected the ways in which spectators responded to death and dying 

by exploring the physiological and emotional consequences of such acts of spectatorship.  

10:50-11:10  Break for coffee etc. 

11:10-12:10  Session 4 Chair: Svenn-Arve Myklebost 

• Timothy Saunders (Volda) “Prospero’s Classical Spectacles”  

The pun of the title relates to spectacles as something seen and spectacles as something through 

which one sees. The paper will address how The Tempest uses the figure of Prospero to 

interrogate a) the Renaissance practice of seeing the actions and characters of the present as 

repetitions of storylines and characters from the classical past and b) the practice of employing 

classical regimes of seeing (such as those associated with Aristotelianism, Neoplatonism, and 

the like) as a way of seeing and structuring aesthetically this relationship between the present, 

past and future. 

• Charles Moseley (Cambridge) “Full of tongues: Seeing, Showing, Telling in the 

Ricardian plays” 

Rumour begins Henry IV Part 2 with an admission of lots of fake news, alternative facts and 

misinformation flat counter to what we know has happened in the The Story So Far. I shall 

suggest that the visual symbol of this noisy personification might lead us into exploring what 

we might mean by history, history plays, and the myths by which communities forge identity 

and validate action. 

12:10-13:45  Lunch 

c. 13:45-14:45  Session 5 Chair: Helen Cooper 

• Perry McPartland (Agder) “Green Plots, Hawthorn Brakes and the Elizabethan 

stage: Imaginative Translation in A Midsummer Night’s Dream” 

Besides being a delightfully comic episode, the rehearsal scene in A Midsummer Night's 

Dream offers a metadramatic commentary on the play's own processes of representation. 

Quince's opening declaration, ‘This green plot shall be our stage, this hawthorn brake our tiring 

house’, signals how the scene will reveal theatrical representation as configured through 

an ongoing tension between the claims of the visual and the verbal, between the actual and the 

imagined. I will attempt to demonstrate that such an arrangement does not, as some critics have 

proposed, make for an estranged audience experience, but instead demands the audience’s 

imaginative engagement, and points to this investment as offering representation its 

completion. 

 

• Anni Haahr Henriksen (Copenhagen) “‘But I have that within which passes show’: 

The Representation of the Mind as an Inward Private Space in Shakespeare’s Hamlet.” 

This paper engages with the theme of ‘Shakespeare and Seeing’ by looking at the 

representation of the unseen, the inward, the interior, hidden and secret as it is manifested in 

the mind, in thoughts, speculations and imaginations in Hamlet. This paper furthermore 

stresses the privacy that is necessarily associated with the mind and its covert machinations by 

discussing whether that privacy is depicted as a quality or threat in the politics of the play. 

c. 15:00  Free 

c. 20:00  Conference dinner sudest1401 (see “Restaurants” below) 
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Friday 16 November 

9:30   Arrive 

9:45-11:15 Session 6 Chair: Fernando Cioni 

• Christa Jansohn (Bamberg) “What’s in a Title?” 

This paper will consider some problems of translating the full title of Shakespeare’s The 

Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice into German. 

• Anthony Johnson (Åbo) “Anamnestes” 

Focusing on Thomas Tomkis’s Cambridge University comedy, Lingua: or the Combat of the 

Tongue, performed before James I in 1606 and printed the following year, the present study 

analyzes the dramatist’s personification of Memoria’s page boy in that work: Anamnestes [lit. a 

‘calling-to-mind’, or ‘remembrance’]. Operating within an allegorical framework which would 

have been equally at home in the Faerie Queene, the Early Modern schoolroom or the lecture 

hall, the play’s multilayered anatomization of this figure and the mechanics of remembrance 

opens up a sophisticated and nuanced picture of information retrieval and its uses in the period. 

And because Lingua is also a markedly intertextual creation –  refracting what seems to be some 

sort of Shakespearean / Jonsonian / Spenserian (and even Trissinian) awareness in the allusions 

it does bring to mind – the paper closes by reconsidering (with special reference to these authors) 

a number of the anamnestic functions of literature in the Jacobethan world.  

 

• Kent Cartwright (Maryland/Venice) “Forgiveness in Shakespearean Comedy”  

This paper is interested in ideas of wonder, in the gift, in the process by which forgiveness is 

achieved, and in the ethical and theological issues that forgiveness raises, and it would draw 

contrasts to the romances.   

11:15-11:30  Break for coffee, tea, etc. 

11:30- c. 12  Concluding discussions, next year’s meeting in Germany? Or in Volda? + AOB 

12  Lunch/Free 

 

Restaurants 

Pizzeria Ristorante Al Profeta Decent to good reviews. Can seat large groups if we book ahead. MAP 

LINK. 

Gam Gam Kosher. Has vegan menu. Good reputation. MAP LINK. 

OKE Venice Pizzeria and more. Near the venue. Mostly good reviews. MAP LINK. 

sudest1401 Very good reviews. Near the venue. Somewhat expensive. In Palazzo delle Zattere. MAP 

LINK. 

Trattoria Dona Onesta Traditional. Pretty location. Not the cheapest, but not too expensive either. 

MAP LINK. 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Al+Profeta/@45.432423,12.3207602,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb1ceb2c9fab1:0x1b4f676f10e495f1!8m2!3d45.4324193!4d12.3229489
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Al+Profeta/@45.432423,12.3207602,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb1ceb2c9fab1:0x1b4f676f10e495f1!8m2!3d45.4324193!4d12.3229489
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Gam+Gam/@45.4441639,12.3229037,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb19576da8751:0x7b3460614b20a140!8m2!3d45.4441602!4d12.3250924
https://www.google.com/maps/place/OKE/@45.4304587,12.3206208,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb1c9483177c9:0x18ea04838f2399b0!8m2!3d45.430455!4d12.3228095
https://www.google.com/maps/place/V-A-C+Foundation/@45.4302472,12.3220689,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb1cc462c3045:0x8876f2c989abf71a!8m2!3d45.4302435!4d12.3242576
https://www.google.com/maps/place/V-A-C+Foundation/@45.4302472,12.3220689,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb1cc462c3045:0x8876f2c989abf71a!8m2!3d45.4302435!4d12.3242576
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Trattoria+Dona+Onesta/@45.4357957,12.3241273,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477eb1cf66834039:0x6bf70c9f2e795b2e!8m2!3d45.435792!4d12.326316
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